Class Agreement Form

I understand that I am enrolling in **Biology 3B, General Biology II Section Number 21195 or 21200 and Basics of Biology B Section Number 21205**. I have read and agree to the policies put forth in the class syllabus and especially those listed below:

1. I understand that the field trips for this class may conflict with other classes or events in my life (parties, other classes, dates, vacations, retreats for spiritual enlightenment, etc…); however, at no time will I use these as excuses for poor performance or absence and that it is my responsibility to deal with these conflicts. I agree to accept the consequences of my actions and choices.

2. I have read and will abide by the Saddleback College Math, Science, and Engineering Division Policy on Academic Integrity and the Code of Conduct as stated in the Saddleback College Student Handbook.

3. I agree that any breach of the policies set forth in the syllabus will result in harsh consequences. Such consequences are indicated in the syllabus and may include expulsion from this class. I agree to accept these consequences if it is determined that I was cheating (as defined in the MSE Honor Code).

4. I will not leave class to print up a copy of that day’s lab from the Chemistry computer lab. Doing so will result in the dismissal from class for that day and forfeiting points for the assignments due during that day’s lab. Subsequent violations will result in a trip to the division Dean’s office to explain repeated said behavior.

5. I understand that the use of laptop computers in lecture and/or lab is a privilege for academic uses (note taking, information look up related to class, etc.). I caught violating this privilege you will be dismissed from class for that day and forfeiting points for the assignments due during that day’s lab. Subsequent violations will result in the loss of the privilege to use your laptop during class time and a trip to the Dean’s office to explain said behavior.

6. I agree that the grade I receive in this class will be determined by an empirical measurement of my understanding and achievement of the learning objectives for this course and not by expectations based upon fantasies, desires, hopes or wishes.

7. I also understand that arriving late to class will result in penalties as addressed in the course syllabus.

______________________________  __________________________
Name (printed)                     Student Number

______________________________  __________________________
Date                               Section Number

______________________________  __________________________
Signature                          Date